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Abstract
Declining and fluctuating enrollments of the last decade have necessitated changes in
the sizes and locations of schools in hundreds of districts across the United States.
School administrators are thus faced with the difficult and complex problems of
redistricting, compounded when desegregation is at issue. Researchers have worked for
two decades with variants of a linear programming districting model which minimizes
total distance traveled as all students are assigned to schools that are subject to capacity
and racial balance limitations. T his model could aid in the construction of districting
alternatives but, in practice, is difficult to solve with generalized solution methods due to
excessive size. Network-based representations have been actively pursued because of
the existence of fast special algorithms and codes. However, single-network
representations have been successful in modeling only special cases of this problem. We
present here a generalized network flow problem with side constraints which is a new

and exact equivalent of this classic districting problem.
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